WE ARE RECRUITING...
JOIN US!

360° COPYWRITER/
CONTENT MANAGER
OUR BUSINESS
Founded in 2004, Vademecom is a 360° communications agency that continues to grow thanks
to the renewed confidence of its ever-increasing number of clients.
From the conceptualisation of a communication strategy to its implementation in the field,
Vademecom is the "one-stop-shop" in every field of activity, with a special focus on the health
and new/high technology sectors.
Our clients, from start-ups to the European Commission, require the same level of excellence in
all our communication services: Public relations & Media, Event creation & Management,
Communication coaching and consulting, Content strategy & Editing, and Motion & Graphic
Design. We provide a full range of communication expertise!
Having recently become part of the French Group WMH Project, we have further expanded our
ambitions, moved into new offices, and are looking for the right people to support this growth.

YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES
You take part in the strategic briefing with the client in order to define its precise objective,
its key message, its target audience, the communication channels, and the planning.
You write the appropriate informative content (press releases, brochures, websites,...) and
engaging texts in accordance with the targets (social media posts, digital ads campaigns,
blog articles, video scripts,...).
From what are sometimes abstract or technical concepts, you communicate in a didactic and
attractive way, adapting the message to the different target groups.
You take into consideration the specificities of each target group to adapt the message and
the communication channels.
You monitor the reactions to your publications (questions, comments), and react accordingly.
Based on the existing reporting and the feedback received, you make proposals to the client
to adjust the communication strategy.
You are responsible for the overall consistency of the client's communication and how it
meets its objectives.
You are a driving force behind proposals for new communication methods and contentoriented trends on the market.

YOUR SKILLS
You are a native French speaker with a very good knowledge of Dutch and English
OR a native Dutch speaker with a very good knowledge of French and English.
You are a talented writer and are capable of adapting the same message in different forms.
You are capable of translating concepts and images into clear and attractive texts.
You are self-sufficient in terms of managing priorities and relations with a client.
You are creative, proactive, results-oriented, and customer-focused.

OUR OFFER
We offer you the opportunity to join a growing and ambitious team in a brand new working
environment located between La Chasse and Montgomery, one step away from public transport.
At Vademecom/ WMH Project, there is no such thing as routine and your career is in your hands.
We have adapted our business model and the flexibility is lived in reciprocity.

Convinced? Show us what you have in your brain, pen, and heart!
Send your CV and cover letter in the form of your choice to Laura Bini,
Head of Digital Communications lb@vademecom.be

